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Abstract
Future work will become more digital-oriented and the term digital talent will become the essence of the future workforce. In a digital work design, digital talents, digital fluency, digital networks, and digital platforms will be the most pronounced words. As a result of the rapid digital transformation effort all over the world, the huge increase in the demand for digital skills has led to a worldwide digital talent gap. To close this gap and to expand the digital talent ecosystem in a country, corporations, governments, and higher education institutions should act together. Universities have to understand the digital capability needs of employers to prepare digitally employable graduates for digitally dominated business environments. Governments should attract digital talents to simplify and digitize their services and operations. Corporations should attract digital talents to succeed in digital transformation and gain a competitive advantage. In this study, we emphasized the effect of digital transformation and digital talent shortage on governments, corporations, and universities. Then we highlighted the importance of their collaboration to develop and sustain digitally talented people in a country. We hope this study will be an encouraging guide to enhance partnerships between governments, corporations, and universities to better manage the digital talent shortage.
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Introduction
The information age reshaped all societies, economies, cultures and organizations in the 21st century (Castells, 2011). Digital social networks started to create organizational and structural changes in every aspect of our lives and works (van Dijk, 2016). This rapid digitalization gives way to a digitally advanced and connected world (Bell, 2011). The rising amount of information in the technology age has made digital skills vital assets for organizations (van Deursen & van Dijk, 2011). Especially, advances in big data and AI technologies have changed the nature of jobs and the way of performing work tasks. The concept of talent...
management has also developed in parallel with the information age and has caused people to become the most valuable capital in creating competitive advantage (Altınöz, 2018).

Digital transformation refers to changes in society and industries as a result of the rising use of digital technologies (Agarwal, Gao, DesRoches, & Jha, 2010). For companies, it refers to leveraging digital technologies to improve business processes, enhance customer experience, create new business models and increase firm performance (Piccinidni, Hanelt, Gregory, & Kolbe, 2015). The increasing exploitation of digital technologies such as big data, real-time analytics, artificial intelligence (AI), internet of things, virtual reality and cloud systems also affects talent management systems of organizations. According to Manyika et al. (2017), the developments in big data and AI technologies reduce the importance of traditional jobs and create new job opportunities. Changing workplaces have already created flexible and independent jobs such as freelancers, independent contractors and self-employed individuals especially in the technology-dependent sectors. Most of the independent job workers report higher job satisfaction than traditional job workers because of the higher job flexibility, creativity and variety in the workplace.

Traditional talent management is defined as “strategies and protocols for the systematic attraction, identification, development, and deployment of individuals with high potential who are of particular value to an organization” (Tansley & Sempik, 2008). The changing expectations of digitally talented employees create challenges for traditional ways of talent management and workplace designs. Talent management is important for achieving an organization’s strategic goals (Collings & Mellahi 2009). In the digital age, while businesses are trying to realize digital transformation of business processes, it will be inevitable for talent management to become digital. In the literature digital talent management has not a common definition. Generally digital talent management can be defined as attracting, motivating and retaining digitally talented workers depending on digital talent markets with various digital platforms or developing existing talents’ skills and capabilities according to newly emerging digital skill needs of companies (Kiron et al., 2016).

The concept of digital talent is one of the most important subjects for the future of the work environment. Digital talent has become popular in the management literature with a great focus on digital transformation studies. Although there is not a common definition for the term “digital talent”, it is used to refer to digital technology-oriented skills and capabilities for a specific job. A joint survey of Capgemini and Linkedin (2017) indicates that organization-wide digital talent gap has become a big challenge that affects both competitiveness and digital transformation progress negatively. More than half of the companies stated that the talent gap both in hard and soft digital skills damages their business progress. Hard digital skills emerge with the latest technological advances. Cybersecurity, cloud computing, analytics, web development, mobile application design, big data, AI and robotics are highly demanded
hard digital skills. Soft digital skills are related to people’s mindset and ability to understand and direct human beings. Customer-centricity, passion for learning, collaboration, data-driven decision making and comfort with ambiguity are highly demanded soft digital skills. This report also states that digital talents prefer organizations where flexible work-life balance, flat organizational structure, collaborative workplace, career development and training programs, agile culture and digital transformation programs are welcomed.

In this study, digital talent shortage, which is one of the biggest global workforce challenges, is handled from different perspectives. Digital brains are the most valuable assets for a country and technology is not enough to develop it alone. It is only possible by understanding the technological innovations in the most accurate way and taking advantage of know-how and skills at the maximum level through the workforce. It is also argued that digital talent shortage is not only a business concern. Governments, educational institutions and businesses in a country should work together to prepare and implement strategic digital plans on what a country can do to cover the digital talent gap. In the rest of the paper, action plans for governments, educational institutions and corporations are provided depending on literature review, reports of global consulting firms and worldwide examples. Firstly, the impact of digital transformation and digital talent shortage on governments, educational institutions and corporations is discussed. Then, collaborations between state, educational institutions and businesses to fill the digital talent gap in a country are mentioned. Finally, recommendations for these three groups are given to prepare themselves for the coming digital talent war.

### The Impact of Digital Transformation on Businesses, Governments and Universities

It is clear that digital technologies are reshaping jobs, workplaces and workforces in all sectors. Especially most of the administrative, routine and repetitive tasks are realized by automated systems and machines without human interaction. Today, digital transformation is in the agenda of every industry and many global consulting firms. Academicians and researchers are investigating the digital transformation from various perspectives. Depending on various readings from global consulting firms and academic research papers (e.g. Kane et al., 2015; Hess, Matt, Benlian, & Wiesböck, 2016; Kane et al., 2016; Kiron et al., 2016; Mura, 2018; Das, 2017; Aybek, 2017; Bughin et al., 2017; Hanna, 2018; Cukier, 2019; BHEF, 2019; BCG, 2019) the following table is created in which corporations, educational institutions, and governments are investigated to understand how digital transformation is shaping them and what success strategies are needed to reshape them as digital entities (see Table 1).
Table 1
Success Strategies for Digital Transformation of Corporations, Governments and Universities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Businesses</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Establish a digital transformation strategy and apply it to all business functions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Create a digital awareness and a digital culture by communicating the vision and integrating the people.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Create a digital workplace where flexibility, remote work, social networks, collaboration, communication, engagement and innovation are welcomed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Recruit innovative and digital talents to help digital transformation processes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cooperate with a strong technological partner to adapt to changing technology faster.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Use digital platforms to integrate all business functions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Keep the interest of higher education alive by creating new partnerships with universities in the form of research and development (R &amp; D) or pilot projects.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governments</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Establish a digital transformation strategy and apply it to all public institutions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Build a digital culture with more flexible and adaptable workplaces.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Collaborate and develop open technological standards and solutions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Be willing to create technological space for industries (such as; technology park and workshop play).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Increase the number of digital staff by supporting education programs with digital expertise.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Collaborate with public and private sector groups (such as university-industry partnerships) to produce solutions to fill digital talent gaps.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Create special work destinations to attract digital talents.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Facilitate the migration of digital talent from other countries to their home countries and make programs for the return of digital talents settled abroad.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Understand citizens better and provide digital services and operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Make good marketing campaigns of government services to break biases about public jobs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Support modernized bureaucracy, flexible rules and flexible compensation packages to attract digital talents.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Create new digital solutions to policy challenges.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Universities</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Introduce digital learning, digital development culture and innovation to the center of the training programs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Improve University 4.0 programs (such as opening short-term training and certification programs, uninterrupted learning opportunities and talent career management).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Establish innovative and forward-looking educational policies for higher education curriculums.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Support digital and online learning platforms (e.g. MOOCs, Coursera, SimpliLearn, edX, Udemy and Edureka ).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Try to increase the percentage of women in technology.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Prepare instructors to teach hard and soft digital skills in a more project-based environment with active and collaborative learning opportunities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Develop both global and local strategies with the cooperation of public and private sector organizations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it is understood from the table above, the latest digital technology developments in big data, automation, AI, IoTs and machine learning do not only affect the business world, but also affect governments and educational institutions. Governments, corporations and higher education institutions need urgent action plans and strategies to respond to the benefits and challenges of digital technologies. These three groups have a great interest in digital transformation and they should act together to achieve digital transformation and to fill the digital talent gap in a country. In the rest of the paper, we will investigate how digital technologies are shaping these three groups and how they can support digital talent development for the future workforce.
Businesses

With the development of the digital world, the areas where companies compete become diverse and more challenging. The scarcity of resources and the increase in the severity of competition forces companies to develop employee skills and capabilities. It is necessary to know potential digital talents, in which position they will be evaluated and how they can be developed within the company. Digital talents should not only come from acquiring new staff for specific jobs, but also come from the development of employees in existing roles. Employees who cannot adapt at this point should be eliminated and new talents who have required capabilities and skills should be recruited and more attention should be given to the development of these employees to meet the needs that will arise with the development of the digital world (Strack, Dyrchs, Kotsis, & Mingardon, 2017).

In 2016, a study by MIT Sloan Management Review and Deloitte found it difficult to retain talented people in existing businesses (Kane et al. 2016). It is seen that approximately 2590 managers emphasize the need for a new and different talent base to survive in the worldwide digital competition. If employers do not provide the opportunity to develop digital skills, it is impossible for companies to retain digitally talented employees. According to this, not only young and less experienced employees, but also middle and high-level managers who have a critical position in a company, can move to digitally advanced companies if they do not have the opportunity to develop themselves in their existing companies (Kane, Palmer, Philips, & Kiron, 2017; Kane, 2015).

Global research companies have investigated the effect of digitalization on workplaces and workforce. For example; a recent survey of Randstad US (2019) indicates that 40% of employees left a job “because they didn’t have access to the latest digital tools”. Employee respondents identified factors that influence their decision to join a company such as the company’s use of the latest digital tools (80%), an innovative culture (72%), and the company’s reputation as a digital leader (62%). Also, 2018 Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends Survey indicated that AI, robotics, and automation technologies have increased the importance of technical skills (65%), complex problem-solving skills (63%), cognitive abilities (55%) and process skills (54%). But again, companies do not have well-established plans to cultivate them.

According to the joint digital business study by MIT Sloan Management Review and Deloitte in 2016, attracting and retaining talent is one of the most serious digital threats and today’s talents give importance to digitally mature work environments where they can develop and demonstrate their skills and capacities (Kane et al., 2016). Also, this study highlights two different approaches to attract and retain talent in a digital business environment. One is focusing on digital talent markets based on digital platforms with highly skilled contractors and consultants. Digital talent markets adapt their strategies according to changing tech needs and develop their members’ skills and capacities to compete in the market. The second approach
is developing existing employees’ skills and capabilities with continuous training programs and career opportunities. (Kiron et al., 2016).

High performing global companies know a lot about attracting, motivating and retaining digital talents. For example; Facebook supports the fulfillment of digital talents by letting them be part of projects that will have a great impact on the world. Also, Facebook supports continuous learning, taking initiative and work-life integration with authenticity, creativity and transparency. Another example is the partnership between P&G and Google to develop digital skills of employees. P&G worked with Google to develop the digital capabilities of employees about how to use and implement digital technologies and platforms. In addition, with the employee exchange program, P&G and Google’s employees in marketing teams took part in one another’s strategic meetings and programs to gain expertise about digital marketing (Osborne & Winston, 2016).

It is important for companies to reach the digital talents they need and to integrate them. The creation of a dynamic environment that can be called a digital talent market or a digital talent pool will provide advantages for both companies and digital talents. Such environments not only bring companies and talents together but also bring enterprises together with other businesses. The common features of these environments are that they enable the digital market to reach the resources that will meet all the technological needs of any organization with its experts in the most demanded positions and with the most demanded skills. Counselors play an intermediary role in these platforms which aim to achieve mutual benefit by accessing talents. They often reach the characteristics, experience and professional knowledge of digital capabilities and present objective criteria, comments and evaluations as reports to the company.

It is difficult to identify the right paths without understanding the digital employees, who are prone to data-driven decision-making, focus on user-oriented product and service development and creativity, and who have a tendency to work collaboratively and are agile in interdisciplinary teams. Given the skills they have and the needs of the market, it is not possible to attract those people who can find jobs quickly and easily with the traditional recruitment practices. It is necessary to reach these people via virtual environments and mobile applications to enable them to display digital skills. TopCoder, Kaggle, Codility, and HireIQ are some examples of digital platforms allow users and candidates to show their technical skills and Good&Co and HackerRank are examples of digital talent platforms helps companies to match skills requirements of the company with a candidate’s skills and capabilities (Bhens, Lau, & Sarrazin, 2006).

In 2016, GM hired not only the Sidecar software but also 20 employees with digital skills and know-how, including the founding and chief technology officer. It should not be forgotten that it is not enough to discover and attract talents to the company, it is also necessary to create an environment in which they want to stay for a long time. Programs and policies that
create personal appreciation, create a positive work-life balance, and develop a collaborative, flexible work environment can help ensure that talented employees remain within the company. Work Market Inc., provides internet-based services in the communications industry. The entrepreneur offers a freelance workforce platform and market space. The company serves in a variety of markets by offering a cloud-based contractor management platform to manage the free workforce, including contract selection and recruitment, distribution, ongoing workforce management, related payments, and legal compliance. Topcoder Inc. provides digital talent management support to companies through project managers, providing access to an almost unlimited talent pool that runs 24/7, including on public holidays. With over one million members in the world, Topcoder enables members to learn more about technology and develop practical skills through specialized communities to increase awareness and adoption of technology. Turkey’s largest investment company SoftTech offers consulting services to well-established companies in finance, banking, logistics and real estate sectors and it helps them adapt to the digital world based on the mission “customers to digitize” (Osborne & Winston, 2016).

HR’s Role in Filling Digital Talent Gap

Digital technologies are giving way to the emergence of new jobs which require high digital skills and capabilities. However, digital transformation of businesses is faster than digital capability building. Therefore there is a big talent shortage all around the world. BCG expects a severe digital talent shortfall around the world by 2020 and a Gartner study states that 30% of tech jobs will be unfilled due to digital talent shortfalls (BCG; 2017). Closing the digital talent gap of the companies falls to HR professionals who have profound implications for business functions, should not be underestimated in the adoption of new approaches. HR people can respond to this challenge in two ways (BCG; 2017, 2019). One is attracting outside digital talents by meeting their distinctive demands such as flexibility, mobility, virtual work, connectedness through digital platforms, reduced autonomy and personalized offerings. The other is training and developing potential talents in achieving new digital capabilities and skills around big data, AI, automation, software development, programming, and cybersecurity.

In order to turn organization-wide digital transformation investments into business success, HR people need to improve digital skills and capabilities of their workforce at all levels. Hard digital skills (such as programming, data analytics, machine learning, AI, automation and robotics) depends on technical know-how and soft digital skills (such as learning ability, customer-centricity, collaboration, flexibility, adaptability and comfort with ambiguity) are more human-specific skills and are the most valuable in the digital transformation of organizations because in a transformation and change period, digital talents can lead employee groups by relaxing them about their fears and doubts (Capgemini & Linkedin, 2017; Cukier, 2019).
For business success during the digital transformation process, HR leaders should close the digital talent gap in a company. The role of HR in digital talent management is to promote communication and cooperation beyond creating an environment that supports innovation. In a mixed workforce environment (e.g. full-time employees, freelancers and remote workers) maintaining balance and supporting productivity is possible through HR practices where coordination and management skills are at the forefront. Therefore, the challenges facing HR professionals today are not limited to the ability of gaining and managing digital talents. HR is also responsible for taking care of basic needs such as work and life balance, career perspectives, satisfaction and mobility (Mura, 2018). Recommendations to fill digital talent gap are as follows (Mura, 2018; Das, 2017; Dhanabhakyam & Kokilambal, 2014; Ratten, 2014):

- HR should prepare a well-established digital strategy to attract, develop and retain digital talents. Also, this digital strategy should be the priority of every department as part of their strategic planning for gaining a competitive advantage in the market.

- HR should develop training programs for not only technical skills but also adapting and developing new ways of working in alignment with the organization-wide digital strategy. HR training programs should help employees to adapt and develop new ways of working aligned with newly developed technologies.

- HR should support digital transformation in the organization with a digital culture where employees can continuously learn and upgrade their digital skills.

- HR people should create digital workplaces where digital talents feel flexible while trying on innovative solutions. Social networks to create real-time communication among new talents, peers and mentoring groups are valuable for the retention of talents.

- HR people should find various ways of acquiring digital talents. One is focusing on digital talent markets based on digital platforms with highly skilled contractors and consultants. Mobile-friendly job boards, company career sites, blogs, social media sites and community forums are among the sources organizations are relying on to identify and attract talent. The second approach is developing existing employees’ skills and capabilities with continuous training programs and career opportunities.

- HR should analyze employee data regularly to understand training needs as a part of data-enabled talent processes. Data-driven talent management practices are crucial for every step of the employee lifecycle by creating effective hiring, training and coaching. It also helps HR people to identify talent problems early in the process and intervene.

- HR should be able to manage digital talents’ career paths and work-life balance with competitive compensation packages. In this way, they can perform their role more efficiently.
Governments

For governments, there is an urgent need to transform their public services into digital-based applications. However, while private sector organizations have transformed over the past two decades, public sector organizations have still been managed by the early policies such as hard hierarchical ranks, rigid job classifications, high discipline, and centralized structures. This challenge prevents public sector institutions from attracting a talented workforce.

Governments should have the ability to rapidly adapt to changes in their environments and should create systems to understand the latest trend and developments in a country to encourage the adoption of new skills, capabilities and policies (Mergel, Gong, & Bertot, 2018). Attracting digital talent to a country actually contributes greatly to economic success and digital development. The main role of governments should be creating attractive work destinations for digital talents (Hanna, 2018). Otherwise, they can leave their workplaces for better opportunities in other countries and encourage local digital talents to reside in other countries (BCG, 2019).

Countries with high levels of socioeconomic status have access to information and communication technologies, also the speed of obtaining information and the potential for obtaining accurate information is high. Socioeconomic levels of societies reveal the digital gap or digital division. The digital divide, which we can call the levels of access to information and communication technologies of the societies, is one of the factors that affect the speed and prevalence of both countries and individuals. The large differences between the digital gap and the socio-economic situation of the countries play a decisive role in the process of accessing information (Değirmen, Vural & Özbükerci, 2016). This situation affects the digital talent management need of a country.

In order to avoid a digital talent shortage, governments can make strategic workforce plans considering the demand and supply of digital workers. Governments can increase the number of digital staff by supporting education programs with digital expertise (BCG, 2019). They should analyze the skills that enterprises need to determine which new courses are required and compare the results in academic training programs. In this incomplete context, new programs should be added to meet changing skill requirements in areas such as project management and technology-intensive jobs. Practical knowledge and soft skills training must pass through practical learning and the government should encourage universities to teach new topics in digital technologies.

Governments not only support the development of digital talents in a country but also compete with the private sector to attract and retain digital talents to the government body. Today, digital transformation is in the agenda of many governments but they suffer from a shortage of digital professionals which are also highly in demand in private sector corporations. Bureaucracy, rigid rules and policies, lack of flexibility, and non-negotiable compensation are some exam-
ples of issues that limit governments’ ability to attract digital talents (Aitken, 2018). The digital transformation of governments is a challenging job. There is a need for digital policies, digital strategies, digital culture and change management with the support of digital professionals in the government staff. Cukier (2019) recommended a digital strategy for the digital transformation of the Canadian public service to create a digitally talented workforce. These recommendations included: building a digitally ready public service to attract world-class digital talents; building a digital culture with more flexible and adaptable workplaces; developing accountability mechanisms with measurable targets; modernizing practices in every stage of HR; training not only hard digital skills but also soft skills including critical thinking, communication, collaboration and decision making; applying gender and diversity lenses through the value chain; supporting public and private partnership to reach talents and new approaches; making good marketing campaigns of government services to break biases about government jobs.

Digital transformation investment in public institutions is more vital than ever before and these recommendations are crucial to overcome digital talent shortfall across every area of government. Competitive digital government strategies can make public sector corporations desirable places to work for digital talents (Hanna, 2018). A digital culture, flexible workplaces, competitive compensation packages, simplified and digitized public services, modernized bureaucracy, training on emerging digital trends, career progression opportunities and high level of transparency, accountability and citizen participation are attractive for digital talents. Therefore, governments should be engaged with their countries’ digital ecosystem to compete with the private sector and to attract digital talents in a country.

Universities

Educational institutions at all levels are important for strengthening the economic development and global reputation of a country. Countries that have succeeded in transforming their educational systems according to the changing needs of the digital era can provide a digital workforce for both private and public sector organizations. Digital talent shortage all around the world makes transformation necessary in educational institutions, especially in higher education systems (Cardenas-Navia & Fitzgerald, 2019). During the transformation process, collaboration among government, business and educational institutions is required to plan changing skills and needs of the upcoming workforce and take action accordingly because most of the specialties gained today through university education will be largely automated in the coming few years. Therefore, adapting higher education programs according to the changing needs of industries, governments and society is crucial for filling the skill gaps and accelerating digital transformation in a country (Bughin et al., 2017).

Rapid digitization brings also uncertainty and complexity. In such a digital environment, the digital capability needs of companies change very fast. To support industries’ digital
skill gap, higher education institutions need to introduce digital learning, digital development culture and innovation to the center of the training programs. In the digital age, universities are expected to have a structure that can manage this age by developing both global and local strategies with the cooperation of public and private sector organizations (Aybek, 2017).

According to the results of the 2016/2017 Talent Gap Survey conducted by Manpower Group; Japan (86%), Taiwan (74%) and Hong Kong (73%) are among those in the top ranks of high-tech manufacturing countries where the digital talents are most frequently employed. According to this report, a talent crisis emerges as a result of two important causes: lack of experience and technical insufficiency. The report emphasizes that the education system alone cannot develop the competencies required by the Digital Age in the 21st century. Universities become inadequate to close this gap if the state-private sector-university triangle cannot demonstrate effective cooperation.

What should be considered by universities is how to manage tools and approaches for learning digital skills, how to make these processes more effective, how to sustain lifelong learning, and how to become digitally manageable individuals (Cardenas-Navia & Fitzgerald, 2019). In this context, guidance and measurement assessment strategies should be followed, which can effectively monitor, learn and guide the learners throughout the process by employing digital technologies effectively (Aybek, 2017). Higher educational institutions can provide a digital talent development environment by using new applications such as University 4.0, providing uninterrupted learning opportunities over traditional, blended or multiple different channels; opening short-term training and certification programs to gain various professional digital competencies; supporting programs between industry, researchers and students, increasing scientific researches towards transforming information into reality, providing support for the opening of companies producing advanced technology within the university, establishing communication networks and providing coordination between different subjects (Aybek, 2017).

In curriculum design, innovative and forward-looking educational policies are important for higher education institutions. It is the task of the universities to keep up with digital change, to manage digital change, and to train digital talents that meet the competencies required by the digital age. At this point, STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) training is noteworthy. The STEM system provides improvements in curricula, educational methods and teacher education to raise individuals who have creative, innovative, analytical, critical thinking and problem-solving skills. Besides, the content of higher education ensures the enrichment of the work environment by meeting the needs and expectations of the business world and by enhancing the cooperation between the university and the industry (Akgündüz et al., 2015).

Digital talent acquisition and internal up-skilling of existing talents require partnerships with higher education institutions. The Business-Higher Education Forum (BHEF) is an or-
organization comprised of Fortune 500 C-level executives and leading university presidents dedicated to creating innovative education solutions and highly skilled future workforce to increase America’s competitiveness. A research from the Business–Higher Education Forum and Burning Glass Technologies (2018) categorizes foundational skills of the digital economy in three groups: human skills, digital building blocks and business enablers. Human skills are related to critical thinking, creativity, communication, analytical skills, collaboration, and relationship building. Digital building blocks skills are critical for many digitally intense jobs and include managing data, analyzing data, software development, computer programming, digital security and privacy. Business enablers’ skills have a synthesizing and integrative role in the workplace. Project management, business process, communicating data, and digital design are business enablers’ skills which turn theoretical knowledge and skills into practice. According to this study, a “blended digital professional” is someone who combines these three foundational digital skill areas with domain knowledge that is specific to a company, organization, or workforce.

These skill areas are important for academic and higher education programs to prepare digitally skilled new graduates for digitally dominated business environments. Digital skills are not only applicable to tech and STEM majors but also available for all students in all disciplines (Cardenas-Navia & Fitzgerald, 2019). BHEF members from diverse backgrounds work together to create an impactful higher education curriculum and to prepare highly skilled employable graduates to meet changing business demands. Here are some partnerships under BHEF. The City University of New York and IBM partnership supports students in data science and analytics and urban sustainability. The Northeastern University, Raytheon, IBM, and Others partnership integrates work and learning in the industry informed IT and cybersecurity. The Washington University in St. Louis and Boeing partnership provides alternative engineering models for nontraditional students (BHEF, 2019). Depending on strategic business and higher education partnerships, BHEF (2019) has made some recommendations for other businesses and higher education institutions.

- Business-higher education partnerships to support regional talent ecosystems are important to create diverse and sustainable platforms for building successful new career pathways and job-training programs.

- Engaging C-level business and academic leaders is critical for guiding corporate and academic policy with shared goals. Their engagement can encourage others to build STEM and digital-skills pathways for the future development of the workforce.

- Developing a common language among partners is crucial to translate, clarify, and align expectations, responsibilities, and outcomes.

- Supporting and integrating work-based learning programs with talent and recruitment
strategies is important to become well prepared for 21st century digital intensive jobs.

- University partnerships help companies to expand their digital talent strategies.

- Reviewing HR strategies and human-capital planning is vital to signal and recruit diverse STEM and digitally skilled talents.

The Partnerships between Businesses, Governments and Universities

Digital technologies continue to expand rapidly. Smart machines, robots, digital platforms and intelligent assistants take place in the business environment and as a result, many digital job opportunities have emerged. However, there is not enough digital talent to fill every digital role. Therefore, all countries and all industries are facing this challenge and trying to find new innovative ways to attract and retain digital talent. Collaborations among governments, higher education institutions and businesses can prevent this digital talent crisis by finding ways of developing complementary digital skills for the workforce of the future rather than competing with technology (Bughin et al., 2017). These collaborations are also important to share the resources, risks, and mutual benefits in their pursuit of a common set of goals. Businesses have resources and social impacts (being an example for other ones) that may aid in the development and spread of strategies to close the gap; on the other hand governments have power and influence to alleviate uncertainty and capitalize on the strategic opportunities related to improvements and universities have education opportunities to discover and guide talents early.

The World Economic Forum 2018 report predicts that nearly 75 million jobs will be eliminated as a result of AI technologies by 2025, but it is also expected that nearly 133 million new jobs will be created. At the same time, 54 percent of employees are expected to reskill with digital skills and capabilities to take advantage of these new job opportunities. Therefore, workforce development with digital expertise and gaining and retaining digitally talented employees are the hottest topics of business and HR leaders of today’s companies.

Most of the companies are aware that new technologies develop quickly and companies cannot keep up this speed with their long term workforce developments and training plans. In this environment, lifelong and continuous learning become vital both for companies and employees. At the same time, technological advances affect traditional business structures and processes, the way of doing work, value chains of companies and traditional job roles. On the other hand, disruptions in the economy, politics, social life and educational systems have risen dramatically. In this digital transformation environment governments, businesses and higher educational institutions are needed to work together to deepen the regional digital talent pool and develop digital workforce skills needed by today’s organizations.
IBM Global Skills Survey in cooperation with Oxford Economics is applied to more than 5,600 global executives from 18 industries and 48 countries to understand the future skills challenges and the future needs to overcome these challenges (King et al., 2016). In this survey, industry leaders are asked to rank institutions according to the responsibility for developing and maintaining workforce skills and capabilities. Respondents believe that governments (78%), higher educational institutions (67%) and private sector (49%) are responsible for developing and maintaining worker skills respectively. But it is not possible for the government, universities and the private sector to succeed on their own. They all have their own strengths and weaknesses. If they act together, they can combine their strengths and move faster by reducing the negative effects of their weaknesses. For example; governments may face higher geopolitical, demographic, economic and social constraints when they act alone. However, if the state assembles higher education and private sector industries around a digital talent development vision, it will accelerate the formation of the digital talent ecosystem by sharing responsibility. Incentives for the private sector and higher education investments for digital skills development programs can be provided by governments. Educational institutions and the private sector can act together to create work-based and practice-based learning programs. Governments can encourage educational institutions and the private sector to update their curriculums and training programs according to technological changes. Industry leaders can work with public and higher education institutions to expand internship and certification programs (King et al., 2016).

The systematic relationship among universities, businesses and governments enables learning and assimilating new technologies, transforming them into production and development ability and adapting this ability to business life, in short, the ability to turn knowledge into information and economic knowledge. At this point, universities manage the process of conducting the necessary research for the production of knowledge and the training of young talents in this field. Businesses enable these talents to turn into a tangible output. The government takes the necessary measures to provide systematic integrity and provides support to institutions. Table 2 is created in the light of various readings from global consulting firms and academic research papers (e.g. Kane et al., 2015; Shmelkova, 2016; Kane et al., 2016; Kiron et al., 2016; King et al. 2016; Mura, 2018; Das, 2017; Aybek, 2017; Bughin et al., 2017; Hanna, 2018; WEF, 2018; BHEF, 2019; BCG, 2019) and summarizes the partnerships among businesses, governments and universities to fill the digital talent gap in a country.
Table 2
The Partnerships between Corporations, Governments and Universities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University – Business Partnership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Supports regional talent ecosystems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Provides work-based learning experiences (such as apprenticeships, internships, co-operative education) to bridge academic and career success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Helps students plan their career and discover themselves during their university education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Creates innovative and forward-looking curriculums for universities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Facilitates understanding digital skills and capability needs of the private sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Prepares digitally skilled new graduates for digital work environments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Uncovers new digital job opportunities in businesses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Creates first-mover advantage as a result of a faster response to developing and changing digital technologies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Expands digital talent strategies of companies with talent-based training.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University – Government Partnership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Builds a learning society with a digital talent ecosystem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Develop a digital staff for governments by supporting higher education programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Creates technological spaces to attract digital talents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Supports digital development plans of countries by digitally employable graduates of universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Provides equal opportunities to train women who are underrepresented in the digital talent population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Helps to adapt latest technological innovations by the help of university researchers to catch up with the era and to even go beyond it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government – Business Partnership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Accelerates digital transformation in a country by supporting a dynamic digital ecosystem with network systems, digital platforms and digital talents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Provides employment opportunities to prevent the brain drain of talented young people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Creates attractive work destinations for digital talents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Organizes joint programs to attract digital natives from abroad to their own country and national companies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Accelerates digital transformation of governments with temporary employment from technology partners.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Governments should have some responsibilities to reinvent a country’s educational infrastructure to fill the digital skill gap in a country. The basic priority that should be placed into the education system should be to encourage people to learn continuously. By this way, people can learn by updating their knowledge and skills according to changing technological developments. This is a great success factor in the digital world (Shmelkova, 2016). Second, instructors must be prepared to teach hard and soft digital skills in a more project-based environment with active and collaborative learning opportunities. Third, governments should adopt the latest technological innovations to catch up with the era and to even go beyond it. Fourth, governments should support the expansion of digital and online learning platforms with digital education plans. For example; massive open online courses – MOOCs provide interactive learning tools (such as games and forums) to learn new skills and develop career pathways. Finally, government education policies can provide equal opportunities to all members of society without gender discrimination and special attention should be given to education programs to train women who are underrepresented in the digital talent population.
Jointly, governments should be willing to create technological space for industries. As known, the technology parks and workshops play an important role in helping students to solve work-related problems in technology (BCG, 2017). Also, the collaboration between public and private sector groups (such as university-industry partnerships) can produce solutions to fill digital talent gaps. Governments can create special work destinations to attract digital talents. At the same time, governments should facilitate the migration of digital talent from other countries to their home countries and make programs for the return of digital talent settled abroad (BCG, 2019).

Industries should keep the interest of higher education alive by creating new partnerships with universities in the form of research and development (R & D) or pilot projects. Strong alliances and partnerships with universities are crucial for all companies and industries. As the industry is digitized, the need for new skills will increase. The industry should cooperate with universities, vocational schools and vocational training providers to create an appropriate curriculum for current and future employees. First of all, businesses need to determine which digital skills are needed. Then, to estimate how many people have these skills and they should determine their talent gaps and make effective training planning. Industries and businesses can provide feedback to universities and academicians about urgent digital capabilities needed to plan future curriculums of universities.

Conclusion and Future Directions

In a digital work design, digital talents, digital fluency, digital networks and digital platforms will be the most pronounced words. As a result of the rapid digital transformation effort all over the world, the huge increase in the demand for digital talent has led to a worldwide digital talent gap. In this study, it is argued that digital talent shortage is not only a business concern. Digital brains are the most valuable assets for a country. Technology alone is not enough to develop a country. It is only possible by understanding the technological innovations in the most accurate way and benefiting from them at the maximum level through the workforce with that know-how and skills. For this reason, governments, higher education institutions, and businesses in a country should work together to prepare and implement strategic digital plans on what a country can do to cover the digital talent gap.

Digital technologies reduce the share of humans in job tasks while increasing the share of machines. There are many factors affecting this situation. As known, supply chains and multinational companies are important in shaping the structure of the global economy. Skilled local talents are considered important in the selection of businesses’ locations. In particular, the cost of pure labor in developing economies is an important one. For instance, in the United Kingdom—skilled local talent availability remains the single most important element for job location decisions and additional relevant factors, such as the flexibility of local labor laws,
agglomeration effects in the sector or the proximity of raw materials were considered less important than those related to the availability of skilled local talents and labor costs (WEF, 2018). Therefore, partnerships among universities, businesses and governments are important to support the dynamic digital ecosystem in a country with network systems, digital platforms and digital talents.

Digital talent management in the new age is one of the basic responsibilities of companies. To turn organization-wide digital transformation investments into business success, companies need to improve digital skills and capabilities of their workforce at all levels. The world’s largest report on digital talents by BCG (2019) states that digitally talented people are more willing to move to other companies and even to other countries in order to gain work experience and develop their career. According to this report, the US, Germany, Canada, Australia and the UK are the five most attractive destinations for digital talents all around the world and digital experts value good work-life balance, learning and training opportunities, career development, a good relationship with colleagues and financial compensation respectively. Therefore, companies and governments should make strategic plans to attract digital talents and to retain where they are.

Digital talent development for universities is crucial for preparing new digitally skilled graduates for digitally dominated business environments and to strengthen the economic development and global reputation of a country (Aybek, 2017). For government institutions, digital transformation investments and digital talent development are more vital than ever before because citizens demand simplified and digitized public services, modernized bureaucracy, a high level of transparency, accountability and participation in public operations (Mergel, Gong, & Bertot, 2018; BCG, 2019). Therefore, public institutions need to be engaged with their countries’ digital ecosystem to compete with the private sector and to attract digital talents to a country.

In this paper, we highlighted the importance of collaboration among governments, businesses, and higher educational institutions to create a digital talent ecosystem in a country to cope with the global digital talent gap. Partnerships between these three groups provide opportunities to assist students, researchers, managers, entrepreneurs, and policymakers for sustainable talent development by giving a chance for the discovery, support, and upbringing of potential digital talents in a country. The common objective of their collaboration is to develop a strong bond among the partners for knowledge, technology and organizational transfer to support digital skills development. We hope that this study will be a guide for the governments, private sector industries and higher education institutions on how to cope with the digital talent gap.
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